Trojan objects share a planet's orbit, never straying far from the triangular Lagrangian points, 60
square-degree survey designed to detect Trans-Neptunian Objects (TNOs) and objects between the giant planets with apparent r-band magnitude m r < 24.5, and track all detections for up to 17 months. The project was accurately calibrated (1) in order to constrain the size and orbital parameter distributions of populations resonant with Neptune. Constraining the distribution of these populations is essential, as they in turn set constraints on models of the evolution of the outer Solar System.
As part of this survey, we detected 2011 QF 99 (2) at a heliocentric distance of 20.3 AU, where its apparent magnitude m r = 22.6 ± 0.1 sets its absolute magnitude at H r = 9.6 (H g = 10.3 assuming a typical colour g − r ≈ 0.7). This magnitude indicates that 2011 QF 99 is ∼ 60 km in diameter, assuming a 5% albedo. As more observations constrained the orbit, it became clear that 2011 QF 99 was not simply a Centaur that happened to be near the distance of Uranus. Our current astrometry, consisting of 29 measurements from 7 dark runs with total arc of 419 days, indicates the following orbital elements: a = 19.090 ± 0.004 AU, e = 0.1765 ± 0.0007, i = 10.
• 811 ± 0.
• 001, Ω = 222.
• 498 ± 0.
• 001, ω = 287.
• 51 ± 0.
• 11, T = 246 4388 ± 11 JD. Here a, e, i, Ω, ω, T are the osculating J2000 barycentric semi-major axis, eccentricity, inclination, longitude of ascending node, argument of pericentre and Julian day of pericentre.
The low eccentricity along with a semi-major axis similar to that of Uranus (a U ≈ 19.2 AU)
indicated that 2011 QF 99 might be a Uranian co-orbital. Co-orbital bodies are in the 1:1 meanmotion resonance with a planet (thus having the same orbital period) and a librating (oscillating) resonant angle φ 11 = λ − λ P lanet . Here λ is the mean longitude, which is the sum of Ω, ω and the mean anomaly. φ 11 roughly measures how far ahead in orbital phase the object is relative to the planet. Neptunian Trojans are now believed to outnumber Jovians for objects with radius > 50 km (4, 5) . In contrast, the Trojan regions of Saturn and Uranus are believed to be mostly unstable (6, 7) and are unlikely to host long-lived Trojans, although a few stable niches exist (7); it is unclear how migration affects the likelihood of these niches being populated (8, 9) .
In longer integrations, using the 10 Myr time scale typically used to determine the dynamical class of outer Solar System objects (10, 11) , both the nominal orbit of 2011 QF 99 and all other orbits within the (already small) orbital uncertainties librate around the L4 Lagrange point for at least the next 70 kyr (Fig. 2 left column, and Fig. S1 ). On time scales of 100 kyr to 1 Myr, all integrated orbits transition out of the L4 Trojan region (1), either escaping directly to scattering behaviour (that is, become Centaurs) or transitioning to other co-orbital behaviour before escaping and scattering away within 3 Myr.
We considered the possibility that the initial investigation missed a small phase-space niche, stable for 4 Gyr or that systematic errors could result in the real orbit being offset by several tens times the nominal uncertainties. We thus integrated 10 5 test particles filling the region within ∆a = ±0.1 AU, ∆e = ±0.004, and ∆i = ±0.
• 2 of the nominal orbit for up to 0.1 Gyr, until they crossed the orbit of Saturn or Neptune. All 100,000 particles were eliminated within 100 Myr, most within the usual 10 Myr stability of Centaurs (12, 13) . This rejects the idea that 2011 QF 99 has been a Uranian Trojan for very long; it must instead be a Centaur recently temporarily trapped into L4 libration.
Temporary co-orbitals are known elsewhere in the Solar System (1). In this survey, 2011
QF 99 was the only object with a semi-major axis within the planetary region (defined here as a < 34 AU to include Neptune co-orbitals but exclude the exterior stable transneptunian populations). The Canada-France Ecliptic Plane Survey (CFEPS) detected three a < 34 AU objects and the IAU Minor Planet Centre (MPC) database contains 247 objects with 6 AU < a < 34 AU as of 2013-Jul-09. We seek to determine if (to factor of three) it is reasonable that, in a model of Centaur supply from the Scattering Disk, a large-enough fraction should be in resonance at any time to explain the observed discovery of 2011 QF 99 and other temporary coorbitals. To address this question, we estimated the fraction of Centaurs in temporary co-orbital states with Uranus and Neptune, similar to what has been done for the Earth (14) and Venus (15) . Even though the scattering population is depleting with time, the co-orbital fraction does not (1). Here, "scattering objects" are those (10, 16 ) that experience ∆a > 1.5 AU in 10 Myr;
scattering objects with a < 30 AU are called "Centaurs", whereas those with a > 30 AU are the "Scattering Disk".
Using a model of the orbital distribution (17) of today's scattering TNOs (1), we simulated the interactions of scattering objects with the giant planets over 1 Gyr, building a relative orbital distribution for the a < 34 AU region (1). The simulation outputs the state vector of planets and all a < 34 AU particles at 300 yr intervals. This output interval was chosen so that the few-kyr variation of the resonant argument φ 11 would be well sampled (see Fig. 2 ), allowing detection of short-term co-orbitals of the giant planets. Such a meticulous search for co-orbitals trapped from an armada of incoming scattering objects is essential in order to accurately estimate the trapping fraction. An earlier analysis (18) started with a sample of currently known Centaurs, which was biased towards the lowest-a Centaurs by observational selection, resulting in much lower trapping rates for Uranus and Neptune than we find.
Simulated scattering objects predominantly entered the giant planet region (a < 34 AU)
at intermediate inclinations and eccentricities, as has been previously shown (13, 19) . After analysing the particle histories to find co-orbital trapping (1), we find that 0.4% and 2.8% of the a < 34 AU population is, at any time, in co-orbital motion with Uranus and Neptune, respectively (with less than factor 2 variation (1)). This 3.2% fraction is much larger than the ≈ 0.1% of near-Earth asteroids temporarily trapped in Earth and Venus co-orbital motion (14, 15) , presumably due to the fractionally larger co-orbital regions of the giant planets. We find that the simulated Uranian and Neptunian co-orbitals consisted of, respectively, 64% and 54% in horseshoe orbits, 10% and 10% quasi-satellites (1) and 26% and 36% Trojans, equally distributed between the L4 and L5 clouds. To explore the strength of observational biases, we use the CFEPS Survey Simulator (20) , expanded to include our additional coverage. The survey simulator applies observational biases to the population model (Fig. 3 top) from the dynamical simulation (1) to simulate what a survey would observe (Fig. 3 bottom) . The absolute H-magnitude distribution (a proxy for the size distribution) of objects is important when modelling flux limited surveys. Our first attempt to use a single exponential distribution (dN/dH ∝ 10 αH (1)) with α ≈ 0.8, as measured for
0 TNOs (16, 21) and Neptunian Trojans (5), was rejected at a high level of confidence, predicting that small (H g > 11.0) objects should account for 81% of the detections; our observations have no such objects. The H-mag distribution of Neptunian Trojans cannot continue as a single exponential (5) beyond m R ≈ 23.5 (H g ≈ 9.3 assuming g − R = 0.5 and typical distance of 30 AU). The scattering objects also reject a single exponential and are better represented by a "divot" H-mag distribution (22) , where the number density drops at H g ≈ 9.0 by a contrast factor (ratio of density just before and after the divot) of 6, then continues with a second shallower exponential with α ≈ 0.5. Although we lack the statistics to independently constrain a divot, simply adopting the above parameters provides better agreement between simulated and 5 observed populations (see Fig. 3 ), with small (H g > 11.0) objects only providing 23% of the simulated detections.
Simulating our available calibrated fields we find that 0.9% of the a < 34 AU detections should be Uranian co-orbitals and 2.2% should be Neptunian co-orbitals (Fig. 3) . Thus, because of where we looked and the survey limits, detection of Uranian co-orbitals was enhanced compared to the intrinsic fraction (0.4%), whereas the Neptunian co-orbitals were slightly biased against (relative to 2.8%). Of the 247 objects with 6 AU < a < 34 AU currently in the MPC database, around six (including 2011 QF 99 ) have been identified as temporary co-orbitals of Uranus and Neptune (1), yielding ∼ 2.4%. This is within a factor of two of our 3.2% model prediction, although the unknown pointing history and survey depths make detailed modelling impossible. Because our simulations show that no large (not even factor of two) biases exist towards or against detecting co-orbitals, the MPC co-orbital fraction may be close (within a factor of a few) to the intrinsic fraction. Thus 2011 QF 99 is a Uranian Trojan that is part of a roughly constant population of transient co-orbitals, temporarily (although sometimes for millions of years) trapped by the giant planets, similar to those seen for the terrestrial planets (14, 15, 23) . 
Supplementary text
Known Co-orbitals of the planets
There are objects known to be in co-orbital motion with several of the planets in the Solar System, both as long-term stable, presumably primordial (by which we mean ∼ 4 Gyr lifetimes)
populations and also as temporary captures. Working outwards from the Sun:
Venus has a temporary quasi-satellite (24) .
Earth has multiple unstable co-orbital companions. 3753 Cruithne (25) is on a complex orbit, a combination of horseshoe-quasi-satellite, due to its substantial inclination and eccentricity.
2002 AA 29 (26) exhibits periods of both temporary horseshoe and quasi-satellite behaviours.
2003 YN 107 (27) is currently a quasi-satellite while 2010 TK 7 (28) is a temporary L4 Trojan.
The most stable (longest duration of resonance occupation) known co-orbital of the Earth is 2010 SO16 (29) , which remains in a horseshoe orbit for more than 100 kyr.
Mars has eight known Trojans, all of which have been shown to be stable on at least Gyr time scales (30, 31) .
Jupiter has almost 6000 known long-term stable Trojan asteroids (MPC database, 2013 June 11) in its Trojan clouds, which are believed to outnumber the main asteroid belt (32) . In terms of temporary co-orbitals, only a few very short-term, < 1 kyr, captures have been identified (33) .
Saturn does not have any known co-orbitals and its co-orbital phase-space is believed to be highly unstable (6) . Orbital simulations (18) show temporary captures are possible.
Uranus has one known temporary (∼ 20 kyr) horseshoe companion (34) and 2011 QF 99 , the temporary L4 Trojan reported here. The Uranian co-orbital region is thought to be mostly unstable (6) although some stable niches may exist (7).
Neptune was recently discovered to have a large stable Trojan population which might outnumber the Jovian Trojans (4). Neptune currently has nine known Trojans, of which 6 are known to 15 be stable over the age of the Solar System (35) (36) (37) 
Observations
Our study used the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope to cover a 20 sq.deg. patch of sky on the ecliptic near RA=2 hr, Dec=15
• , in the r-band filter. This direction was selected to optimise the search for resonant objects, as RA=2 hr is ≈ 60
• ahead of Neptune, the region in which L4 Trojans reside, as well as where n:2 and n:3 resonant objects come to pericentre (20) . The searched fields were also near the Uranian L4 point (Fig. 1 by implanting fake objects into the observations. The search had a detection efficiency of 88%
for objects brighter than m r = 23.0 with a magnitude limit at m r = 24.55. Here, the magnitude limit is quoted as the magnitude at which the detection efficiency has dropped to half of the maximum efficiency. The observations were searched for objects moving at rates from 0.4 "/hr to 10.3 "/hr, corresponding to distances from over 300 AU to ∼ 10 AU, respectively.
Details on classification of 2011 QF 99
After a short integration, which showed that 2011 QF 99 was librating around the Uranian L4 point, we ran a 10 Myr classification using the Solar System Beyond Neptune classification algorithm (10) . In that algorithm, instead of using a Gaussian covariance matrix based on the rms scatter of the observations, a Monte-Carlo technique identifies a slew of orbits compatible with the astrometric residual pattern. Of these, the orbits with the the 'maximal' and 'minimal'
semi-major axis, as well as the best fit orbit, are used for classification. In this case the three heliocentric semi-major axes are 19.167 AU, 19.175 AU, and 19.183 AU (these are not Gaussian errors, but should rather be interpreted as the maximum allowable range). These three orbits are then integrated for 10 Myr into the future to look for resonant behavior (Fig. S1 ). For 2011 QF 99 , all 3 orbits escape the co-orbital 1:1 resonance in less than 3 Myr, so 2011 QF 99
is not classified by this algorithm as a stable resonant object; instead it is only temporarily (by astronomical standards) in the co-orbital state. resonant argument around the L4 point, over the next 70 kyr or more. Due to the chaotic nature of the resonance dynamics, by this point the orbits have sufficiently separated that they show different evolutions as to when they exit the L4 libration. This exit is usually into another form of co-orbital behaviour (transition to an L5 librator or a horseshoe orbit). We numerically estimate that the object's current Lyapunov time scale (for chaotic divergence) is ∼ 10 kyr while co-orbital. As is usual for such a chaotic trajectory, there is a range of times to exit the resonance; we find that the co-orbital status of 2011 QF 99 is very likely to be maintained for the next half million years into the past or future.
On time scales of ∼Myr all orbits we have integrated (both those within tens of sigmas from the best fit orbit, as in the Gladman et al. (10) algorithm, and those orbits that could plausibly be caused by systematic errors, as described in the main text) leave the resonance to rejoin the Centaur population from which the object must have come.
Details on dynamical integrations
The dynamical integrations computed to model the steady-state distribution of scattering objects in the a < 34 AU region for this work were set up using a subset of particles from the Kaib et al. (2011 -KRQ11 henceforth) (17) TNO population model. We use the term "steady-state"
only to refer to a constant relative distribution of objects (ie. the distribution of Centaurs being constant, and thus the co-orbital fraction being constant), not to denote a constant absolute population, as the population of Scattering Disk objects is depleting on Gyr time scales. This subset consisted of 17,800 particles with initial semi-major axis 34 AU < a < 200 AU and which had their semi-major axes deviate by more than 1.5 AU during the last 10 Myr of the KRQ11 model integrations. This populations of scattering TNOs were used as the initial conditions for the orbital integrations in this work. Two different KRQ11 models were used independently: one generated from a primordial inclination distribution that was dynamically cold when the particles left the giant planet region 4 Gyr earlier (the "cold" model) (17) , the other using an initially hot distribution (the "hot" model) integrated in the same way as the KRQ11 model (22) .
To perform this computation, we used the N-body code SWIFT-RMVS4 (provided by Hal
Levison, based on the original SWIFT (46)). A base time step of 73 days was used and the orbital elements were output every 300 years for any particle which at that moment had a < 34 AU. The gravitational influences of the four giant planets were included. Particles were removed from the simulation when they hit a planet, went outside 2000 AU or inside 6 AU from the Sun (resulting in rapid removal from the Solar System by Jupiter), or the final integration time of 1 Gyr was reached.
The goal of these orbital integrations was twofold: to search for temporary co-orbital trap-ping and to construct the steady-state orbital distribution of scattering TNOs which reach the giant planet region, chosen to be the a < 34 AU region. The steady-state orbital distribution is expressed as a grid with a < 34 AU, e < 1.0, i < 180
• , with cells of volume 0.5 AU×0.02×2.
• 0.
The cumulative time spent by all particles in each cell is normalized to the total time spent by all particles in all cells in the a < 34 AU region. This illustrates the steady-state distribution of objects in the a < 34 AU region (see Fig. S3 ) supplied by the scattering TNO population. This "residence time" probability distribution (47) can be interpreted as the steady-state fraction of scattering TNOs in each cell. Fig. S3 shows two projections of the residence time probability distributions of the a < 34 AU region for the two KRQ11 population models. From these plots it is clear the scattering TNO population enters the giant planet region (a < 34 AU) at moderate eccentricities and inclinations. Although the hot model does produce higher inclinations, it is clear from Fig. S3 , and is confirmed by our survey simulator, that the choice of input model does not make a large difference for our results. We therefore only describe results from the simulations using the KRQ11 "hot" model in the main text and from here on (unless otherwise noted).
To confirm that our Centaur distribution is in fact in steady-state (fractionally, not absolutely), we divide our 1 Gyr integrations into < 100 Myr and 100 − 1000 Myr intervals. The < 100 Myr interval contains about half (cold model) or one-third (hot model) of all entries into the a < 34 AU regime. In all four cases the fraction of temporary co-orbitals is the same (0.31 − 0.62% for Uranus and 2.3 − 3.3% for Neptune) to well within a factor of 2 accuracy and the distribution of Centaurs are all similar to those seen in Fig. S3 . We thus believe this justifies treating the relative distribution of objects as being time independent, despite the absolute scattering/Centaur population slowly decreasing.
This is not the first work of its kind to perform numerical integrations in order to construct the steady-state population of Centaurs with a < 34 AU from a scattering TNO popu-lation. Some works present numerical integrations of Centaurs (both known and test populations) (12, 13, 18) initially within the giant planet region. Those that have modelled the evolution of scattering TNOs into the a < 34 AU Centaur region (19, 48) did not search for temporary (often < 100 kyr) co-orbital captures.
Work similar to that presented here has been performed simulating near Earth asteroids captured as temporary co-orbitals of Earth (14) . Those authors found that the Earth's temporary co-orbitals often experience several co-orbital phases, each of average duration 25 kyr (none longer than 1 Myr).
Co-orbital detection. To diagnose whether particles are co-orbital, the orbital history (at 300 year output intervals) was scanned using a running window 30 kyr long. This window-size was chosen, as this is several times longer than the typical Trojan libration period. While the formal definition of co-orbital is that the resonant angle φ 11 = λ − λ P lanet librates, detecting this is difficult to automate. As an automatic process is necessary to filter the large amounts of output from our dynamical simulations (110 GB), we used a simpler algorithm which we believe diagnoses co-orbitals well. A particle was classified as a co-orbital if, within the running window, both its average semi-major axis was less than 0.2 AU from the average semi-major axis of a given planet and no individual semi-major axis value deviated more than R H from that of the planet. Here R H is the planet's Hill-sphere radius (49) , where R H = 0.47 AU for Uranus and R H = 0.77 AU for Neptune. If these criteria were met, the orbital elements and current integration time for that particle (at the time-centre of the window) were output to indicate coorbital motion in that window. The window centre then advances by a single 300-year output interval and performs the diagnosis determination again. In this manner, consecutive identifications of a particle in co-orbital motion with a planet can be recorded as a single "trap" until the object is scattered away. A minor shortcoming of this method of co-orbital identification is that the beginning and end of each trap is not diagnosed well due to the ends of the window 20 not falling entirely within the trap at these times. This method provides us with estimates of the duration of traps, each of which must be greater than 30 kyr to be diagnosed by this analysis.
Numerical integrations of known Centaurs have previously been performed (18) in order to study the capture of Centaurs as temporary co-orbitals of the giant planets. That study found that captures are generally short (10-100 kyr, none greater than 500 kyr) with 0.29% of 23,328
Centaur clones experiencing a co-orbital capture during a 3 Myr simulation, of which 15%, 80%, 5% and 0% of these captures at Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune, respectively. The previous study used clones of the known Centaurs for initial conditions, a starting condition heavily biased towards smaller semi-major axes.
In the work presented here, where Centaurs are provided from a bias-free external Scattering Disk, we find that the average length of captures in co-orbital motion with Uranus is 114 kyr and with Neptune is 84 kyr. We were surprised to find that objects that experience at least one episode of co-orbital capture have a median of 2 captures with Uranus or 6 captures with Neptune. Objects typically escape with low relative velocities, so multiple temporary captures is not surprising. Some objects experience temporary co-orbital captures with both planets (see Fig. S2 , right column). Due to the r min = 6 AU distance cut in the integrations, which removes high-eccentricity Saturn crossing Centaurs before they potentially could get trapped into corotation, we did not reliably measure the Saturnian trapping fraction, but estimate it at 0.1% of the incoming scattering population.
Resonant island classification. For each time step a particle has been deemed co-orbital, we wish to determine in which of the four resonant islands the particle is librating, i.e. whether it is a horseshoe, L4 Trojan, L5 Trojan, or quasi-satellite. As our co-orbital detection algorithm (described above) produces ∼ 25, 000 trapping episodes, these cannot be inspected manually and require another automated process. As for the detection algorithm, this is also hard to automate, especially because complex variations and combinations can exist for high inclinations.
For our classification algorithm, we examine the behavior of the resonant angle (φ 11 = λ − λ p ) in each 30 kyr window. If φ 11 remained in the leading or trailing hemisphere during a window, we assigned the particle to the L4 or L5 state (respectively). If φ 11 crosses 180
• at any time during the interval, then it was labelled a horseshoe orbit. The remaining objects are assumed to be quasi-satellites, as they must be co-orbitals that cross between leading and trailing at φ 11 = 0
• and not at 180
• . The possibility of erroneous classification exists, however in a manually inspected subset we find these errors affect 10% of cases, thus not affecting our co-orbital fraction and resonant island distribution estimates greatly, supporting our goal of better than factor of two accuracy.
Quasi-satellites
Quasi-satellites make up 10% of the steady-state Uranian and Neptunian co-orbitals in our numerical integrations. This is thus a rare state, but of great dynamical interest (3, 24, 26, 27, 44, 50, 51) . There is currently one known temporary quasi-satellite of Neptune (44) . The current existence of one known temporary quasi-satellite, out of a total of ∼ 6 known temporary Uranian and Neptunian co-orbitals, fits into our general picture of temporary traps in co-orbital states. 
Survey Simulator
The CFEPS Survey Simulator works by either drawing random objects from a ready-made list of objects or from a model orbital distribution within the simulator. The object is then allocated an H-magnitude, drawn from a model H-mag distribution. The simulator then proceeds to test whether or not a given object would be detectable by any of the surveys that it has been set up to simulate, taking into account the position of the observed fields, the position of the object, the detection efficiency as a function of object magnitude, as well as rate and direction of motion of the object. We only use our current campaign and CFEPS, as those are the only observations for which we have access to all the required information needed to simulate the survey. For this paper, we draw scattering objects with a < 34 AU from the output of the dynamical simulation. However, the dynamical simulation only generated a few hundred coorbital objects and their distribution was therefore insufficiently sampled to be used directly as a source for the survey simulator. Instead we drew co-orbitals from a model distribution set up to resemble the co-orbital distribution found in the dynamical simulation, with relative fractions in each population (Centaurs, Uranian Trojans, Neptunian horseshoes, etc.) set to be the same as that found from the dynamical simulation.
H-mag distribution
Minor body populations can typically be well represented, over some range of magnitudes, by an exponential absolute magnitude, H, distribution of the form
where dN/dH is the number of objects per H-mag. The cumulative H-mag distribution can be described by integrating this to get
where N (< H) is the cumulative number of objects brighter than H. Note that both distributions have the same exponent.
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As described in the main text, a single exponential H-mag distribution does not agree with our observations; the single exponential distribution predicts that small (H g > 11.0) objects should completely dominate, accounting for 81% of the simulated detections, whereas our observations have no such objects. The probability of 0 small objects out of 4 detections given this expectation is 0.12%, rejecting the single exponential distribution at > 99% confidence.
Previous work (22) has shown that the Scattering Disk objects cannot follow a single exponential function and is better modelled by a divot distribution. The divot H-mag distribution is simply two different distributions of the form above, one relevant for magnitudes brighter than the divot, the other relevant for magnitudes fainter than the divot, with a discontinuity at the divot. As we are pursuing the notion that the temporary co-orbitals are captured Centaurs, which themselves are Scattering Disk objects scattered inwards, it is to be expected that the temporary co-orbitals and Centaurs follow the same H-mag distribution as the Scattering Disk.
Adopting the divot H-mag distribution produces results in better agreement with our observations (see Fig. 3 ); small (H g > 11.0) objects now only provide 23% of the detections. The probability of detecting 0 small objects out of four given this expectation is 36%, so this distribution is not in conflict with the observations and we adopt it. As the values of the contrast and post-divot slope are not uniquely determined (22), we explored reasonable ranges but found less than factor of two changes in the detected fraction of co-orbitals.
To further illustrate the improvement in using a divot H-mag distribution over the single exponential distribution, we test our four detections against the simulated detections using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) and Anderson-Darling (AD) tests. Using a single exponential Hmag distribution, the KS test gives 0.01% and 0.15% probability that our four detections were drawn from the same H-mag and distance distributions as the simulated detections, respectively.
The AD test gave 0.03% and 0.02% for those same parameters. Using the divot H-mag distribution, the KS test gives 67% and 27% probability that our four detections were drawn from the 24 same H-mag and distance distributions as the simulated detections (see Fig. 3, bottom) , respectively. The AD test gave 64% and 7.4% for those same parameters. Thus the single exponential is rejectable at greater than 99% confidence for all four tests, while the divot distribution is not rejectable at 95% confidence by any of the tests.
25 Fig. S1 . The future evolution of 2011 QF 99 . Shown is the numerical integration of the bestfit orbit (black) as well as the smallest and largest semi-major axis orbits compatible with the astrometry (green and red, respectively). The detailed evolution is highly chaotic, but all three clones remain as L4 Trojans for at least 70 kyr and remain co-orbital for at least 450 kyr. The nominal orbit (black) switches back and forth from L4 to L5, before a horseshoe period at t ≈ +800 kyr and then escape from the resonance at t ≈ +880 kyr. The small-a clone (green) remains around L4 the longest, until breaking loose around t ≈ +450 kyr and never getting recaptured. The large-a clone (red) is the most stable and remains in or near the co-orbital state for the entire 1 Myr shown here, before leaving soon after (not shown).
Fig. S3.
Residence time probability distributions. The top and bottom plots show the distribution resulting from the initially cold and hot KRQ11 model, respectively; the two different initial populations clearly produce very similar a < 34 AU steady-states. To monitor the orbital evolution of each particle, a grid of a, e, i cells was placed throughout the giant planet region from a < 34 AU, e < 1.0, and i < 180
• with volume 0.5 AU × 0.02 × 2.
• 0. The a, e plot is summed over i, and the a, i plot is summed over e. The color scheme represents the percentage of the steady-state Centaur population contained in each bin; Red colors represent cells where there is a high probability of particles spending their time. The curves indicate Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune crossing orbits. Fig. S4 . Orbital evolution of temporary quasi-satellites. Evolution of the semi-major axis a, eccentricity e and resonant angle λ − λ P lanet for two temporary quasi-satellites captures from our dynamical simulation, one Uranian (right) and one Neptunian (left). Note the different scales.
